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As ever this issue of New Nature is brimming with information on wildlife to discover at this time of year –
Elliot Chandler tells us about the honey buzzard and the fascinating scorpion and snake fly in his monthly
what to watch for column (p8). We also take a dip in the ocean with our wildlife features this month, as Suzie
Hall introduces the magic of diving around the United Kingdom (p10), Hannah Rudd shares with us the
fascinating blue shark (p22) and Joshua Harris takes us on an underwater journey photographing auks on
Lundy Island in North Devon (p14).
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With the bees buzzing across the countryside in the warm air, Jamie Gould discusses her findings regarding
the value of flowering scrub for these insects on p30. We also discover the importance of citizen science
from Kirsty Grant of The Conservation Volunteers (p34), and learn more about the The British Naturalists’
Association from Fellow and Trustee Joe Gray (p28). This issue, we also have some fascinating career insights,
as Alex Pearce chats to zooarchaeologist Professor Naomi Sykes (p24), and we discover why finding out about
hare culls on Scottish grouse moors inspired Dr Hugh Webster’s new book The Blue Hare (p42).
As the season changes, this issue also marks my last as Editor-in-Chief. It has been a privilege to read the
many submissions to New Nature over the last two years I have been involved with the magazine, and discover
much about the natural world from talented young wildlife lovers. If you are interested in submitting please get
in touch with the team on the contact details below and remember to share your spring and summer wildlife
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What an incredible shot
of a mountain hare from
Kieron Roberts. Check out
more amazing shots on
instagram @kieron_roberts

A friendly little
frog from Emma
Brisdion. See more
of her work
@emmabrisdion
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WILDLIFE │ What to watch for

A

s May settles in, many birds are on their first
broods; but there’s one species that is just
arriving on our shores and beginning to set up
territory – the honey buzzard. This scarce, unique bird
of prey is one of the last summer migrants to return
and whilst many are seen fresh-in on the coast, it is a
bit more challenging to find them on their breeding
grounds. It’s best to search for displaying males over
suitable woodlands rather than hoping to chance
across one beneath the canopy; they have a distinctive
display flight that involves undulating swoops as if
they’re on a rollercoaster, at the height of each swoop
they raise both wings in a steep ‘V’ and flutter them
rapidly so that they shimmer in the sunlight.

What to watch for in

MAY
and

May is also the emergence time of the adult forms of
two strange-looking insects. The scorpion fly is one;
it possesses long beak-like mouthparts that it uses to
chew up other dead insects that it scavenges, it has a
pair of mottled wings and a yellow and black abdomen
that sports at its tip (on males only) a set of red mating
claspers that strongly resemble the sting of a scorpion.
These aren’t actually flies though, as they belong to
a separate order of insects named Mecoptera which
are of an ancient lineage more closely related to fleas
(Siphonaptera) than true flies (Diptera).

JUNE

The number of plants flowering in June are too many
to list, but one that is often overlooked and is scarce
enough to require a bit of a hunt is cross-leaved heath.
This relative of the far more abundant ling is a lover
of wet ground on heaths and moorland, giving it
the alternative name of bog heather. Its stems carry
whorls of four opposite leaves, like a cross, and the
flowers themselves are carried in clusters at the tip of
each stem. They are a paler, more delicate pink than
the similarly shaped flowers of bell heather (which
prefers drier soils) and are slightly larger too.

May and June are also the main flight period of the
hairy dragonfly. This is the earliest of the hawkers
to emerge, as well as the shortest-lived, so it’s worth
making the most of them! The main range of this
chunky, blue and green predator is in the east and
A little harder to find, as they spend much of their south of England, but they have expanded out as far
time high in the canopy of oaks, are snake flies. as Wales and Scotland, so it’s worth searching for new
These are just as weird as scorpion flies, boasting colonies in the west.

Image: elPadawan

Words by Elliot Chandler
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an extended prothorax (the insect equivalent of a
neck) so that they somewhat resemble a miniature
snake or dragon. Raphidia notata is one of four UK
species, it is found on oak trees and is mostly black
in colour with proportionately large, rounded wings
that are clear and strongly veined, females also have
a long ovipositor. These are also not technically flies,
belonging to the order Raphidioptera and are closely
related to the lacewings and alderflies.

-9-

WILDLIFE │ Places To Visit

P l a c e s To V i s i t

THE UNDERWATER WORLD

Visit www.plasticfreeme.org for more information
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Images: Starfish, Herring Gull, Harriet Gardiner; Lesser Spotted
Catshark, heartypanther

Words by Suzie Hall

Starfish

Herring gull

“You’re learning to SCUBA dive
in the north of England, in a
quarry… in December?” was the
exclamation from my parents as
I announced my latest plans to
master the underwater world.
It’s true the thought of wrapping
oneself in neoprene, donning over
30kg of clunky gear and plunging
into the murky, barely-abovefreezing waters of a disused quarry
is far from romantic; and yet it
has completely transformed my
outlook on the natural world.

Loch Fyne – named ‘Dogfish Reef ’
– where you can find an amazing
number of dogfish (more formally
known as the lesser spotted
catshark) all year round. The
Farne Islands in Northumberland
are also hugely popular amongst
recreational divers. A large colony
of seals resides here and they are
exceptionally curious when they
meet a diver. I remember once
swimming through a patch of kelp
and almost butting heads with a
large grey seal that appeared from
the fronds!

Since that first dive five years
ago, I have explored some of the
UK’s best underwater sites. The
diversity of life we have at our
fingertips is astounding: from
colourful anemones, sea stars
and urchins, to an abundance of
seals, cetaceans and seabirds – to
name just a few! Scotland is one
of my favourite places to dive in
the world. The lochs are hugely
accessible, and there are a great
variety of sites with plenty to see
within recreational diving depth.
I imagine that most people would
picture plain and uninteresting
waters when they think of a loch,
but that couldn’t be further from
the truth. The waters are dark, yes,
but teaming with interesting life.
One of my favourite sites is on

The UK coastline is also littered
with shipwrecks, which provide
some of the best diving in the
world. Swimming through a
colossal vessel under the waves
is something you never quite
get used to. It’s hard to imagine
them filled with noise and crew
and action when they’re lying so
peacefully on the ocean floor. Over
time, many become ‘artificial reefs’
attracting a plethora of sea life to
nestle in each nook and cranny.
Numerous wrecks along our shores
come from the World Wars, and
at the top of my bucket list is to
dive Scapa Flow in the Orkney
Islands. Famous battleships such
as the HMS Royal Oak and HMS
Vanguard lie here, alongside some
- 11 -

Lesser spotted
catshark
of the German High Seas Fleet, in
the treacherous waters of northern
Scotland: serving as a step back
in time to these monumental
occasions in history.
SCUBA diving is one of the most
eye-opening experiences that you’ll
ever have. Not least for the alien
sensation of breathing underwater,
or the otherworldly landscapes
and creatures; but it is in the water
where we can see the impact of
humankind on the natural world.
It is now well known that plastic
litters the shorelines and has
reached even the deepest ocean
crevices, and you really do see
its impact and prevalence when
diving. It was this which led me and
a fellow SCUBA diver to start our
own plastics awareness campaign,
Plastic-Free Me, through which
we aim to educate and empower
people to avoid disposable plastics
and help to protect our planet. The
more we explore of the underwater
world, the more we learn how
important each ecosystem is and
how their conservation is of such
paramount importance.
For anyone living in the UK and
keen to give diving a go, I’d say
brave the cold, don the drysuit and
you’ll never look back!

WILDLIFE │ Species Focus

S p e c i e s Fo c u s

THE DARTFORD
WARBLER
Words by Scott Thomson

Sadly, its rarity is the result of
a troubled past. The warbler is
a lowland heath specialist and
this is a habitat that has declined
significantly in the UK over
the last century. The remaining
warbler strongholds are the southeast coast of England and Wales,
parts of East Anglia and a small
region in Derbyshire. However,
this current distribution pattern is
actually a massive improvement on
what it once was. Unfortunately,
the warblers have a serious
problem which is that they don’t
migrate in winter like other
warbler species tend to. A lack of
resilience to cold winters means
that their numbers plummet in

periods of long-term snow and
low temperatures. The habitat loss
and cold winters together formed a
horrible combination in the 1960’s
and reduced the population of the
warbler to only 10 breeding pairs in
the UK and crippled their numbers
across Europe.
Fortunately, the 1970’s saw a
decade of relatively mild winters
which allowed the population to
recover. Bird populations are often
hard to establish, but the last largescale UK population survey in 2006
recorded a massive rise in both the
population and distribution of
the warbler. The survey estimated
its numbers have risen to 3,200
breeding pairs and showed that
they have actually colonised new
areas for the first time in history.
The warbler is a fairly distinctive
looking bird with a slate grey
head, wine-red plumage and a
long tail, however they are more
likely to be heard than seen. The
birds have a distinctive call which
is best described as “scratchy” and
one that is not easy to miss if you
have heard it before. Gorse bushes

are a particular favourite habitat
for them, but a top tip for spotting
them is to look out for the more
common stonechats. Dartford
warblers often follow stonechats as
both species feed on insects and the
warbler has learned to exploit this
similarity rather than searching for
food on its own.
The Dartford warbler is something
of a puzzle. A bird very susceptible
to harsh winters that doesn’t
migrate is an oddity for certain.
In times of low food the warblers
can also be seen eating berries
and seeds which again is very
unusual behaviour for a warbler.
There is of course little we can do
about winter temperatures, but
protecting heathland is essential
for this bird and a huge number of
other animals as well.
Such is their rarity that the Wildlife
Trusts have produced a location
guide which lists the places you
are most likely to find a Dartford
warbler. If you are ever near these
areas then get out there and see if
you can spot one of our rarest and
most vulnerable little birds!

BERKSHIRE, Greenham Common
CHANNEL ISLANDS, Alderney
DEVON, Bovey Heathfield, Chudleigh Knighton Heath
DORSET, Higher Hyde Heath, Lytchett Bay, Tadnoll and Winfrith, Upton Heath
NORFOLK, Roydon Common and Grimston Warren
SUFFOLK, Blaxhall Common
SURREY, Brentmoor Heath, Chobham Common, Wisley and Ockham Commons
- 12 -

Image: Oscar Dewhurst

I

think we can all agree that the
cover image for this magazine
is stunning, but how many of us
recognised it as a Dartford warbler
or really know anything about it?
You wouldn’t be alone if you didn’t
recognise it. Strictly speaking the
Dartford warbler is a native bird
that lives here all year round, but
it is very rare and only found in
isolated pockets of England and
Wales.

- 13 -

WILDLIFE │ Filming Auks

UNDERWATER
SEABIRD
MADNESS
Words and Images by Joshua Harris
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WILDLIFE │ Filming Auks

When I arrived on Lundy there
were loads of seabirds still around,
and conditions were perfect – calm
seas and clear and sunny every day,
so a guaranteed awesome sunrise
and sunset. On the first evening,
I spent over three hours in the
water and was so blown away by
the experience that I used up all
my camera battery before the light
had actually become really nice, so
I missed out on all the best images.
Also, it was rapidly becoming clear
that photographing puffins would
actually be quite challenging: the
Lundy puffin population is small
(approximately 200 pairs) as they
are still recovering after the removal
of rats in 2004, whereas guillemots
are much more common, so I
actually focused more on the
guillemots instead.

“I listened to the cacophony of manx shearwaters
flying in at night, and was woken up by peregrine
falcons calling and the wailing sound of seals.”

L

ast summer I was a long term
volunteer on Lundy Island
in North Devon. I surveyed
seabirds and seals, and spent as
much of my free time as possible
photographing and filming them.
Puffins are probably one of the
world’s most photographed bird
species, yet almost all the photos are
taken on land, giving the illusion
that they spend a large amount
of their lives there. In fact, this
couldn’t be further from the truth,
as puffins (and other seabirds)

spend the majority of their lives in
the sea. They are superbly adapted
to marine life: their short wings
that make flying so inefficient are
perfect for swimming underwater,
their feathers are waterproofed with
oil, and their bodies are incredibly
streamlined. My aim was therefore
to create images and video of
puffins in the marine environment.
In particular, I had a certain image
in mind that I wanted to capture:
a puffin swimming through golden
rays of light at sunrise or sunset.

- 16 -

For the first few weeks it was
an absolute dream: I would slip
into the calm water, watch auks
swimming around me underwater
in the most incredible light, and
watch the sun dip down over the
horizon, with the birds silhouetted
in front. The sunrise sessions were
even better: I slept out under the
stars (well actually often under
a rock) so that I would be at the
colony for sunrise. I listened to the
cacophony of manx shearwaters
flying in at night, and was woken
up by peregrine falcons calling and
the wailing sound of seals. I got in
the water before 5am, and watched
the sun rise whilst surrounded
by puffins and guillemots (the
razorbills were by far the rarest
of the three auks so I hardly
saw any). My role as a volunteer
(surveying puffins, fulmars, and

kittiwakes; sorting recycling; and
cleaning the holiday properties)
happened during the day, so I
could photograph at both sunrise
and sunset. On some days I spent
up to six hours in the water in total
(5am to 8am, and 7pm to 10pm).
A lot of naps were required, and
unfortunately I sometimes became
too tired to stick to this schedule
every day. When the wind changed
to the west (the big seabird colony
is on the west side) things became a
bit dodgy in the evenings: climbing
out onto the rocks through
crashing waves, wearing flippers
and with one hand holding the
camera, was certainly an exciting,
sometimes scary, and adrenaline
fuelled experience, and it was
incredibly lucky I didn’t smash the
glass dome of the camera housing
on the rocks. Experiencing these
conditions made me appreciate
how incredible it is that these
small seabirds can survive in
massive storms out on the open
sea. Sometimes I swam several
hundred metres out from the shore,
and really felt like I was immersed
in the seabirds’ world. Frequently,
when watching wildlife we just
observe from a distance, often
through the medium of technology,
perhaps even from a heated hide
whilst eating some biscuits. I found
that it is a much richer experience
to actually immerse yourself in the
animal’s world, to experience it
from their perspective. Being cold,
tired, sometimes scared, and always
at the mercy of the elements is
a much cooler, wilder way to
experience the natural world. You
feel so alive.

Whilst photographing the auks
underwater I thought of another
image: a puffin silhouetted against
the sunset on the surface. So I
made a raft out of plastic bottles
(from the recycling bins which I
had been sorting through) to get
the camera floating right at the
water surface so that I could frame
a puffin against the sunset. I also
bought a cuddly toy puffin and
tied it onto my head as a cunning
disguise, although most of the
time I’m not sure it made much
difference as they were very curious
anyway. Looking back, the raft
was actually a bad idea, because it
meant that the camera moved up
and down a lot with the waves,
making it very hard to compose an

- 17 -

image properly. It would have been
better to be on a small boat or use
a smaller and lighter camera which
I could hold without the need for
the raft. Despite this, I managed to
get a few images similar to what I
had envisioned.

If you would like to see
more of my photography and
watch my films about the
wildlife of

Lundy, please

check out my website
www.joshuaharriswildlife.
co.uk

You can also follow
me on Instagram @
joshharriswildphoto
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WILDLIFE │ Sussex Field Notes

Notes

THE POET’S SOLOIST

and metronomic chiffchaff, lullaby
of blackbird and song thrush, soft
coos of wood pigeon, deliberate
phrasing of robin, explosions of
wren and that two-note call of
the summer cuckoo. As the day
lengthens towards evening, people
begin to gather, initially singles,
twos, congregating in small groups;
all come of their individual whim
but drawn by the same longing.

Words by
Sophie May Lewis

It is hard to write about the
nightingale without resorting to
clichés; they are a bird of poetry,
literature, melody, and these days,
rarity also. Nightingales arrive on

spring nights when the woodland
air throbs with the sweet-almond
scent of may blossom shaken
by fresh rain and quivers under
the force of birdsong. The whole
evening gathers round to listen.
They are birds of scrub, overgrown
corners of woodland and dense
thickets. Skulking, secretive birds
that spend their time low down in
tangled impenetrable hedgerows
and copses. Curiously, the
nightingales that breed in southern
Europe are noticeably less reticent,
preferring
woodland
around
wetland and grassland edges, and
are easier to see.

- 18 -

Once widespread, the nightingale
is now restricted to the southeastern counties, with clusters of
populations in Sussex, Kent, and
Essex, and some sparse territories
ranging through Hampshire, East
Anglia, and Dorset.
Pulborough Brooks RSPB nature
reserve in West Sussex is my
nearest nightingale haunt. From
the end of April to late June the
hedgerows and woodlands of the
reserve are a chorus of migrant and
resident birds. The scratchy warble
of blackcap and whitethroat, the
wistful descent of willow warbler

S

Image: Kev Chapman

T

raveller, inspirer, songster;
half myth half marvel. It
journeys halfway around the
globe to our dappled woodlands
each spring, melting away in the
summer heat leaving just a memory
of its voice. Of course, I am talking
of the nightingale Luscinia
megarhynchos. Not many people
have seen a nightingale, but those
who have heard one will never
forget the experience.

Perhaps the UK nightingale
has been driven to these dark
thorny fortresses by changes in
land use and development, like
the persecuted retreating behind
battlements. Climate change and
the loss of invertebrate biomass
may also play significant roles, but
whatever the cause, the species has
seen a distinct decline in population
here and is categorised with ‘Red’
status in the UK. Species are listed
as green, amber, or red, in reference
to their vulnerability, with ‘Red’ as
the highest level of conservation
concern; species needing urgent
action. The European breeding
population is estimated at between
3.2 and 7 million pairs, giving it
green conservation status (least
concern).

seems to turn towards it. Breathe Birds have a unique anatomy
in; wait. The song starts again, which allows them to expel sound
an outpouring of woven melody, whilst still in-taking air; unlike us
phrased and poised, each utterance they can sing and breath at the
filling the moment only to be same time. This is what gives them
followed by another and another. the ability to create such incredible
A rising whistle climbs the scale, complex sounds.
before tumbling through a flurry
of individual crescendos. This is the Knowing the science however,
song that inspired Shakespeare, doesn’t diminish the wonder. A
Coleridge, Keats and Clare. And small bird has made a phenomenal
tonight the nightingale sings for journey over three and a half
Like any great orator, the us.
thousand miles, to spend a few
nightingale knows the power of
short months in our summer,
pause.
Only the male nightingale sings. and exists somewhere in the semi
The soloists arrive ahead of their darkness a few feet away from
The
woodland,
hedgerows, female counterparts, setting up me, invisible, singing a beautiful
waysides and fields are frothing territory in more or less the same melody for its mate.
with life: the soft foliage of wild location as previous years. The
wood sage, the filtered limelight females migrate in slightly later, Sometimes all we need in order to
in the canopy, the effervescent spill mostly travelling at night to avoid make sense of the world is to pause
of cow parsley, the laden, sweetly predation. The strong complex for a moment, and appreciate the
scented blossom boughs, the songs of the males reverberating magic and poetry in nature.
campion’s pink petal whirls, and up from scrubland and woodland,
the dandelion’s silver clocks.
as the migrating females pass If you are inspired to find out
over in the night sky, draw the more information on conservation
But the nightingale waits.
birds down to suitable breeding efforts for nightingales in the UK a
territories and viable mates. The good starting point is the website
A blackbird sends a volley of song of individual nightingales is of the BTO (British Trust for
alarm sparks into the air, fearful different; each male has its own Ornithology)
of the approaching night. Colour repertoire, and their vocabulary
is beginning to leak from the sky, expands and gets more complex www.bto.org/about-birds/speciesthe ultraviolet blue hues of the with each season’s experience.
focus/nightingale
last bluebells and white stars of
stitchwort seem to effervesce,
OPHIE MAY LEWIS
luminous despite the greying light.
Based in rural West Sussex, Sophie
But this is late spring, the day
finds inspiration for her writing and
grows stronger each passing noon
photography in the South Downs and
and will not extinguish quickly.
the Weald. Introduced to wildlife and
landscape history through family
walks as a child, she has been hooked
ever since.

We are almost caught unaware
when the nightingale starts to sing,
distracted by the beauty of a spring
evening. Its first few notes hang
in the air between us, and gravity

@sxfieldnotes
Website: sussexfieldnotes.wordpress.
com
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Under rated

WILDLIFE │ Underrated Species

Species

JAY

T

he Eurasian jay, which forms part of the crow
family, is a widely spread species with populations
spanning from western Europe to East Asia. In
the UK, these birds can be found in deciduous and
coniferous woodlands and become most obvious when
they fly into the open in their search for, amongst
other foods, acorns.

Garrulus glandarius

Words by Laura Butler

Acorns are a staple for jays, particularly during the
autumn, and the birds can be seen collecting multiple
nuts at any one time. Its specially adapted gullet and
unique bill offer an ample temporary store before the
acorns are cached elsewhere. Research has proven
that jays are able to recall the exact locations of their
previously stored acorns and retrieve several thousand,
providing a valuable food source over subsequent
months.

- 20 -

Image: Harriet Gardiner

The availability of acorns is hugely influential in
determining the movements of the jay. The acorn is an
unpredictable crop with its productivity dependant on
a number of factors. Despite being a sedentary bird,
when resources are limited in northern and eastern
Europe, significant numbers of jays can appear along
the eastern coast of the UK in their search for food.
Whilst acorns are a firm food favourite for the jay, this
bird does also happily consume beetles, seeds, nuts,
and occasionally other small animals including young
birds and eggs. This has had detrimental implications
to the species, as gamekeepers eager to protect their
stock have targeted the jay for this reason.

Both male and female birds boast a pinkish brown
body and white chin with black moustache stripes
that extend downwards from the edge of their beak.
The underpart of the bird is slightly paler than the
top and is a stark contrast to its white rump. The
bird’s head has a black and white fleck, with a black
moustache and white throat. The most striking aspect
of their appearance is the bright blue patches on their
wings, which sport black speckles.
The jay communicates using a range of different
techniques which vary depending on the objective.
Visual displays can be intense or submissive and can
include vocalisations when, for example friendliness or
anger is expressed. The Eurasian jay faces a number of
predators including cats, birds of prey, small terrestrial
predators and they communicate accordingly in order
to survive. If a hawk is seen flying overhead, the jay will
freeze, observe it, and emit a slow moan. Occasionally,
threatened jays give out the sound of a more powerful
bird, for example a tawny owl. A keen mimicker, this
bird has been heard imitating the sounds of crying
babies, water dropping and lawn mowers. Sexual
displays from males and females involve spreading
their wings, lifting their feathers and making a call.
One of these calls is known as the ‘flight appeal’ and
is an invitation to fly. Whilst the jay can forage on the
ground, this bird enjoys an arboreal lifestyle, therefore
dense foliage is extremely important for its survival.
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DIVE BENEATH
THE WAVES

Hannah Rudd tells us about the glorious blue shark
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W

ith the warm summer months fast
approaching our UK shores, we are
beginning to enter the time of year where
the tabloids will be emblazoned with stories warning
of shark-infested waters and surprise attacks – but
please don’t fall victim to this nonsense.

also have what’s known as a high fecundity, with
some litters of up to 135 pups; however, on average
35 live pups are produced in each litter within a
gestation period of nine to 12 months.

A low fecundity and late maturity are two factors
which put many shark species at risk. However,
It’s true, there are plenty of shark species inhabiting despite having a relatively high fecundity and early
our waters, around 40 in fact; however, what the maturity, blue shark populations have still endured
newspapers won’t tell you is that we are far more staggering population reductions, with fisheries
of a danger to sharks than they are to us. So long catch data assessments suggesting a 60% decline
as you observe them from a respectful distance in the North West Atlantic. Globally, the blue
and don’t engage in any wildlife harassment, an shark is enlisted on the IUCN Red List as ‘Near
encounter with a shark of any kind is a privileged Threatened’ and is named as a Priority Species
experience.
under the UK Post-2010 Biodiversity Framework.
According to the Marine Conservation Society,
The beautiful metallic blue shark (Prionace glauca) their largest threat is as bycatch in both longline
is a visitor to British waters and can be seen from and trawl fisheries. Approximately, 10 to 20 million
the beginning of June until late October. They are blue sharks are estimated to be caught and killed
typically spotted around the South West coast each year, which not only puts the future of this
of England around 10 or more miles offshore – species in jeopardy but also the health of oceanic
Cornwall is considered a hotspot for this species, ecosystems due to the role key predators can play
with the Irish Sea being another great location to in their dynamics.
spot these iridescent beauties.
You can help the conservation and monitoring of
Blue sharks are also one of the most abundant the blue shark by reporting any sightings to your
and widespread animals on the planet, found in local Wildlife Trust. If you eat fish, please consider
temperate and tropical waters in the Atlantic, choosing ‘pole and line’ caught tuna as it has
Pacific and Indian oceans to depths of around 360 zero bycatch, which is the leading cause of shark
metres. Incredibly, these highly migratory sharks population depletion worldwide.
can travel over 5,700 miles in a single trip!
Witnessing a shark in the wild this summer is no
Reaching maturity between five and six years old, reason to despair. Instead, admire it from a safe
blue sharks are thought to live for around 20 years. distance and consider how lucky you are to see an
Courtship for this species can be ferocious and animal that has undergone population declines of
frequently mature female sharks display bite marks more than 90% in some species since the late 20th
during the mating season. They are a viviparous century.
species, giving birth to live young. These sharks

H

ANNAH RUDD

Hannah is an MSc Marine Environmental Management
postgraduate at the University of York. She is an ocean
advocate and her love for marine conservation has
taken her around the world.
@hannahsrudd
@hannahandthesea
Website:hannahrudd.com
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NAOMI
SYKES
The subject of rewilding can
be very divisive, but are we
really looking at the best
evidence to help us make the
right decision? Professor Naomi
Sykes, a zooarchaeologist, talks
to New Nature about her niche
field, her fascinating research
and why we need to look into
the past before we can take our
next steps into the future.
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Hi Naomi. So talk us through exactly at least that’s the widely held
what you do as a zooarchaeologist? perception. I thought it would be
fun to use zooarchaeology to see if
I started off as a standard that was really true, because quite
archaeologist, doing digs at ancient a lot of people had suggested that
sites, but began to specialise in rabbits, pheasants and fallow deer
the study of animal remains. It’s were introduced by the Normans.
traditionally quite boring how I did a deep dive into all of the
archaeologists look at animal archaeological evidence of these
remains; we usually just count up species to see how likely it was
how many different species are this was true and then also if other
represented, then try and figure things happened as a result. Our
out what people were eating, school history books tell us the
which means all the analyses tend Normans were really into hunting,
to focus on the most common so I was looking at wild animal
animals such as sheep, cattle and representation and it turned out
pigs. As I was working on this there is a huge change with the
I realised we were ignoring all Normans and it’s probably due to
the really interesting things that the hunting that we see quite a lot of
weren’t well represented, such as a localised extinctions of roe deer and
lot of wild animals. That was what red deer but also the introduction
piqued my interest about trying to of fallow deer. Big shifts happen
use archaeology as a way of trying in the zooarchaeological records
to explore not just natural history, around this period.
but animals’ cultural histories too.
I started working on a species of When you’re working on something
fallow deer and it snowballed. are you aiming to find out more
I use archaeology to see what about humans, are you more focused
people were up to, but also use that on the animal history, or both?
information to feed into present
day conservation policies and It’s kind of everything! I have just
things like that.
started a new research centre at
the University of Exeter which is
Were you always interested in this the ‘Centre for Human-Animalarea or did it begin with a historical Environment Studies’ so we
interest?
are looking at human, animal
environment interactions and we’re
I did my PhD on the Norman using that to make the world a
Conquests (so 1066 and all better place. What I am interested
that) and from an archaeological in, is not specifically humans,
perspective people think that animals or the environment but
it’s kind of invisible; that as the little hyphens between them,
much as we do have castles and the relationships where we can
big churches that came in with get all the exciting information. If
William the Conqueror, with you think about a tombstone on it
the stuff of everyday life, there’s is written the date they were born
nothing that really changes or and the date they died and all of the
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focus is on those two dates, but it’s
actually meaningless! The whole of
that person’s life is represented by
the hyphen and it’s kind of that
I want to focus on; everything in
between.
Is there such a thing as a typical day
in your field?
That’s the exciting thing about
my job; it’s really varied. I do a lot
of research, a lot of teaching and
help others to do research too. This
semester I am brand teaching new
modules; I like to do new courses
every year and this particular
module
is
paleo-biodiversity
with the subtitle ‘’The History of
the World in 100 Animals’. So
we’re telling the stories of people,
animals and environment and how
everything functions together.
We have an app called ‘Ancient
Animals’ and the students are all
going to select an animal and we
will research them together so
we can progress the knowledge
we have as a group. It will bring
together all my research into my
teaching and aid others in their
research.
What’s been your most exciting
discovery?
There have been so many! I work
on a species specific basis, so I get
all the scientific data, historical
data and artistic representations
together and every time, I find that
every single thing I ever thought
I knew has been proven to be
completely wrong! That’s the most
fascinating thing; everything we
think we know, everything we base
our conservation policies upon, is

INTERVIEW │ Naomi Sykes

all wrong! I am astonished every
day. So wolves are definitely native
and according to the historical
records they are here right up
until the 1800’s but I can find no
archaeological evidence to support
that and I think they go extinct a
lot earlier. In order to even consider
rewilding, you have to know when
a species goes extinct to determine
why, and at current we have no
knowledge about when wolves
go extinct so we can’t possibly
pull together a case because we
know nothing. So that’s where the
archaeological records can help
when we’re starting to do research
to work out whether a species is
still local or has been imported
as body parts, something we are
doing with the Roman wolves;
were they already extinct by the
Roman period, or are a few of them
still hanging around and if they are
still here, when do they go extinct?
Once we can find the timings,
then we can start to work out what
caused the extinction and if people
want to make a case for rewilding
those animals, we can make sure
those causes are mitigated against.
Or if the cause was natural such
as the climate wasn’t right or the
environment had changed too
much, then maybe there is no
argument for them to be rewilded.
So given everything you know from
your research, how do you really feel
about rewilding?
It’s tricky. As an overarching
concept it’s slightly flawed because
we have no knowledge about what
we had in the past; in the deeper
past. We have got some rough ideas,

but then when do you stop as well?
I mean why not go back to Jurassic
Park on that basis? So I think that
people’s beliefs about why they
want to rewild are based upon
the feeling they have about what
the world should be, it’s a belief
as opposed to a demonstrated,
scientifically useful thing to
achieve – it’s more of a motive than
rationale in some cases. However,
there are some cases in which
rewildling was absolutely the right
thing to do; a lot of the birds of prey
that have been brought back in and
the beaver reintroduction seems
to be going okay in some places,
so I think we should always take
things on a case by case basis, with
all the evidence available including
the archaeological evidence. The
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beaver for example was based upon
a lot of archaeological knowledge.
With due consideration of
the unintended consequences
of everything that we do, the
archaeological record is a record
of people picking about with the
natural world and screwing it up;
that’s the biggest set of information
that I get. Each human thinks they
are going to get it right this time
and instead they get it all wrong.
It’s just a disaster, every time we
do something it’s without enough
knowledge and information, we
tend to get things wrong. So I think
consider on a case by case basis,
using all available information and
have an understanding that the
legacy you leave may not reveal
itself for a number of years and

how you plan to mitigate that for routes. When you begin, you get
future issues.
a specialism but you can end up
becoming more and more myopic
So would you say that is one of the in the way you do your research;
most important lessons we can take such as a dissertation on a particular
from the past?
subject, then you do your masters or
PhD delving deeper and in the end
I think that is one of them – you end up becoming the world’s
how much humans have altered leading expert in the smallest field.
the natural world and how little And the trick is, pulling out of that
people realise it. People’s depth of nose dive, because whilst it’s really
understanding doesn’t extend back important to get those skills, you
that far and so there is this belief that need to look up and look around
anything that has been introduced and learn to apply it to have bigger
to the country recent is evil and implications. So you have to get the
bad, and that goes for people as well skills but then you need to realise
as religion and ideas. I think what how they can be useful beyond
the archaeological record tells us whatever little area you started off
is that people have been bringing working in.
in animals, ideas etc for millennia,
and people only take against the Given everything you know about
ones that have happened recently the past, how do you feel about the
because they think that everything future?
that happened a long time ago is
natural. It’s a weird psychology Things are not going to continue as
that humans have. That is a useful they are, the archeological record is
lesson to learn – the only constant full of change, a LOT of change.
in British wildlife history is change Will they change for the better or
and we need to accept that changes worse? Well that’s a question of
are still happening and consider perspective. Humans might not do
how much we influence. The so well. We are a pretty toxic species,
archaeological records are full of so things will get worse in terms
human mistakes.
of biodiversity for sure. However
the bit of hope that I get from the
So what advice would you give to archaeological record is that for
someone who would love to do a job the last 200 years, when things
such as yours?
have gone horribly wrong, most of
that is due to a shift in our view in
I think you can do anything! terms of cultural ideologies, where
Whether it’s what I am doing or humans have seen themselves
any kind of biodiversity or animal as top of the chain of beings and
based study, get a skill at something. nothing else really matters other
A specialism and a passion for than humans. But there have been
answering big questions. So I moments in the past where the
could have ended up doing this opposite has been true as well.
job from any number of different In the Roman period that is how
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people saw themselves; top of the
chain, but in between now and
then, there have been moments
where cultures didn’t think that
and you can see periods of time, say
1500 years ago, where things were
slightly better; people looked after
the environment more. You can
see regrowth of woodland and a
shift in biodiversity and that gives
us some consolation. Things are
always changing and it just takes
our world view to change to realise
that we are not the be all and end
all on this planet. The Romans were
a biological disaster, they destroyed
most of North Africa for example
so we have that sort of issue to deal
with, but I think we’re really on top
of a long term legacy of destruction
which is now accelerating. There
are things we can do of course and
the archaeological records might
be able to help there. Feeding
animals is one of the biggest
problems in conservation; it’s how
we domesticate animals and we’re
still domesticating them, but it
does an awful lot of damage, so
that will be a future project for me.
We are fighting issues that
started over a thousand years ago
and that’s a massive thing to be
working against; we aren’t going to
deal with over a thousand years of
damage overnight, especially when
there is other newer damage to be
thinking about, so I definitely don’t
think we should underestimate at
all the struggle we’re going to have.

Thanks Naomi! You can
stay up to date with

Naomi is up
to on Twitter:
@naomisykes1

everything that
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THE

BRITISH
NATURALISTS’
ASSOCIATION
New Nature
speak to Joe
Gray, Fellow and
Trustee, to find
out more about
this organisation

For more information, including details about local
branches, visit www.bna-naturalists.org
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What is the British Naturalists’
Association?
The British Naturalists’ Association
is the national body for naturalists,
with the function of an educational
charity, and our membership
includes people interested in
particular areas of natural history
as well as generalists. As a national
organization, we run events, give
awards, and publish magazines and
books, and we also operate a grades
system to encourage and formally
recognize the development of
natural history knowledge and
skills among our members. The
highest level of recognition is
a Fellow, for which recipients
gain the post-nominal letters
fbna. Our Honorary Fellows
include Sir David Attenborough,
Chris Packham, Nick Baker, and
Professor Helen Roy. In addition
to our national body, we have a
number of local branches. The
branches typically run a mixture of
outdoor field meetings and indoor
gatherings, which represent a
brilliant opportunity to spend time
with experts in different areas of
natural history.
How did the Association start?
The Association has a rich history,
having been founded in 1905
by journalist–naturalist E Kay
Robinson. Robinson was still very
young when he became known to
the world of biology and natural
history. An essay that he wrote
on evolution while aged 14 at
Cheltenham College came to the
attention of Charles Darwin, and
the famous biologist liked it so
much that he took a walk round the
college with the young Robinson
so that they could discuss ideas.
As an adult, Robinson worked as
a school teacher and journalist but
was best known as a naturalist.

British Naturalists’ Association
after it was independently
recommended to me by several
members of local natural history
groups that I’d joined. I soon after
became a member of my local
branch, the Hertfordshire one, and
was thrilled to learn that they held
field meetings in the county every
other weekend. Over the past five
years, I have attended many of
these meetings, benefitting both
from the level of expertise on hand
and the shared passion for natural
history, and thanks to this I have
Is the organization targeted more
been able to progress through the
for beginners or experts?
The
British
Naturalists’ grade system all the way to Fellow.
Association
truly
welcomes I have also recently become a
people of all expertise levels. The Trustee of the Association.
only prerequisite is an interest in
Why should young naturalists be
learning more about the natural
interested in the organization?
world around us. Our members,
from the beginners through to the We are a unique voice for
experts, are united by their passion natural history, on account of our
for natural history, and we learn broad span of specialist areas,
underpinned by our rich heritage. I
from each other.
recommend that young naturalists
get in touch with us to find out
What are some of the publications
more about what they could get out
that the Association is involved
of joining. We would also love to
with?
In addition to the publication hear the views of young naturalists
introduced above, Country-side, on what we can offer that would
which is a twice-yearly magazine help them get the most from the
covering a large range of topics Association. We are entirely run
relevant to national history, we by volunteers but our Council of
also have another twice-yearly Management has regular meetings
magazine for members, British to ensure that we are doing all we
Naturalist, and from time to time can to promote natural history and
publish books too. Our books support the passionate community
include a title on glow-worm that exists in this area.
conservation as well as a series
How should people get in touch?
of works intended to introduce
beginners to different areas of People can contact the national
organization by emailing info
study.
@bna-naturalists.org. The national
organization and our local branches
What has your own journey been
also run accounts on Twitter (see,
like with the Association?
My childhood interest in natural for instance: @BNAscience,
history returned shortly after I @essexbna, @hertsbna, and
turned 30 and I quickly joined the @syorksbna).
Nearing his 50th birthday, he
launched both the Association and
its main publication, The CountrySide. Thanks to Robinson’s
influence, The Country-Side had
a popular style, was copiously
illustrated with photographs, and
had an affordable price tag. These
factors combined to help many
young people develop an interest
in natural history. Country-Side
continues to be published to this
day.
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FLOWERING
SCRUB FOR BEES

THE VALUE OF

Words and images by Jamie Gould

O

ver recent years our understanding and
appreciation of the importance of bees has
been increasing. Charismatic as popular
garden insects and vitally important as pollinators,
bees face many difficulties in the environment today.
These creatures need sufficient pollen and nectar on
which to feed; there are over 270 bee species in the
UK and all are dependent on flowers throughout their
lives. Bumblebee colonies can grow faster and support
more individuals when sited near to extensive floral
resources.
My research focused on the value of flowering scrub
for bees for my dissertation during the final year of
my Conservation Land Management degree. Scrub
can be an underrated habitat; being fast growing and
invasive, it can threaten to smother rare and delicate
plants. But it is a vital element of grasslands and
woodlands, providing shelter, flowers, berries and
nesting opportunities. Focusing specifically on bees, I
wanted to find out the importance of flowering scrub
growing on acid grasslands in the Charnwood Forest
area of Leicestershire. Would different characteristics

of bramble and gorse scrub patches have an effect
on the amount and types of bees foraging? I carried
out surveys throughout spring and summer in 2015
and 2016 across three Wildlife Trust nature reserves
Charnwood Lodge NNR, Ulverscroft and Altar
Stones.
Bee species diversity and abundance were assessed
and the combined effects of influential factors were
investigated. Bees foraging on scrub were surveyed
using time limited direct observation counts and took
place in fair, warm weather, when bees were active.
Eight different variables regarding the individual
morphological and abiotic characteristics of the scrub
were identified and recorded, including: scrub species,
amount of flowers open, scrub patch size, aspect,
canopy height, growth structure, amount of shade
and level of connectivity. GIS and Google Earth were
utilised to map the scrub as accurately as possible.
Multivariate methods were used to analyse the data,
with diversity indices used to assess species abundance
and evenness.

White-tailed bumblebee on bramble White-tailed bumblebee on gorse
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19 different bee species were recorded foraging on
bramble and gorse throughout the surveys, with more
bee species recorded on the larger sites. Bees of various
sizes were observed, from orange-tailed mining bees
(Andrena haemorrhoa) smaller than 10mm to large
queen buff-tailed bumblebees (Bombus terrestris)
measuring up to 18mm long. Species with long
tongues will visit flowers with long corollas: garden
bumblebees (B. hortorum) were only recorded feeding
on gorse flowers.

can be challenging for bees, with modern, intensive
farming methods dominating much of our landscape.

The results showed that bramble scrub was
significantly important to bees, attracting an average
of 31.1 foraging bees compared with 8.7 foraging on
adjacent acid grassland transects. A small number of
scrub characteristics influenced the amount of bees
feeding, although other factors can also impact on
survey results, such as weather conditions, time of year
and proximity of nests. The characteristics of gorse
and bramble scrub that had significant positive effects
on bee diversity and abundance were compact growth
structures and south-facing aspects.

Most bees can be active from early spring through to
autumn, requiring pollen and nectar-rich flowers on
which to feed. Scrub patches containing both bramble
and gorse will provide more floral resources as their
combined flowering seasons will last longer during the
season of bee activity. Gorse proved to be important
to queen bees establishing colonies in spring and
bramble was utilised by worker bees during the
summer. Bramble and gorse can compliment the acid
grassland habitats, by providing additional resources
that are available at different times of year. However,
the plants of acid grassland across the three reserves
are of great importance, with methods including
grazing and mowing utilised to maintain and improve
the swards.

South-facing scrub edges that are sheltered and
sunny can benefit invertebrates and foraging bees
with their warm microclimates. Scrub patches with
dense structures generally have more flowers than
leggy, ageing scrub, resulting in higher visitation rates.
Scrub that was not very compact and had a tall canopy
height was least attractive to foraging bees. The other
scrub characteristics studied were found to have little
effect on bee diversity or abundance. The level of
connectivity of scrub patches on the nature reserves
didn’t influence bee numbers, as some bumblebees are
able to fly over 5km to find food. However, outside
of nature reserves, having sufficient opportunities to
forage across well-connected areas of flowering plants

Due to the SSSI status of some of the reserves,
Natural England dictate that scrub cover across the
grasslands can’t exceed 15%. The current management
aims to control the cover of scrub on the grasslands
to maintain a balance: studies such as this can
help inform beneficial types of scrub that can be
maintained through rotational cutting. Maintaining
a mosaic of scrub types of different sizes, ages and
structures ensures there will be benefits for not only
bees, but other invertebrates too. With the current
pressures on our countryside, every space is important
and maximising benefits through sensitive habitat
management can improve the fortunes of our beloved
pollinators.
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I

n 2010, the UK Government
published Making Space for
Nature: a review of England’s
wildlife sites. Led by Prof. Sir John
Lawton, the review highlighted
how our nature reserve network
would not be enough to conserve
species in the future. The same
could be said about Sites of
Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs)
which have a national designation.
To conserve species we would
need wildlife corridors and more
bigger and better joined up areas
for wildlife. So how could I, as a
biological recorder, botanist and
entomologist, help support this
aim? By recording and monitoring
wildflower populations on Local
Wildlife Sites.

are the most effective indicators of
habitat quality and value to wildlife.
The presence and abundance of
indicator plant species on the site
are monitored and analysed on a
regular basis and this tells us about
the quality of the site and whether
it’s improving or declining. As
most LWSs have no public access,
this can make surveying them more
difficult, but it can be particularly
rewarding to survey these sites!

Why Does This Matter?

These sites are incredibly important
and must be protected. After a
survey has taken place, advice is
given to landowners to help them
manage the site sympathetically.
The initial plant survey may
highlight the need for more
Local Wildlife Sites
specialist surveys of invertebrates,
Local Wildlife Sites (LWSs) are fungi or bryophytes. Records of
some of the most valuable wildlife species on LWSs are also taken
habitats we have in Britain outside into consideration in the planning
the network of Local and National process. If it isn’t recorded, it can’t
Nature Reserves. They support be protected!
wildlife in their own right and
they also help form corridors for
Beyond Local Wildlife
wildlife to move around the wider
Sites
landscape. The majority of LWSs Plant records generated through
are privately owned and landowners LWS surveys are held within
are often proud to have their site Local Records Centres and passed
recognised as being important for on to BSBI County Recorders,
wildlife. In Northamptonshire, allowing us to fill in some of the
where I work, we have over 700 gaps on the map and look at the
LWSs that make up around 5% bigger picture of how plants
of the land in the county and are are faring in Britain. As a BSBI
incredibly valuable habitats.
member, any time I encounter any

Local Wildlife Site
Designation

Local Wildlife Sites are designated
at a local level and have to meet
strict scientific criteria. Lists of
indicator plants for different kinds
of habitat (woodlands, wetlands,
grasslands, etc.) in a county are
drawn up by a panel of local
wildlife experts. Most LWSs are
designated because of the vascular
plants they support, because these
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Monitoring

WILDFLOWERS
on

LOCAL WILDLIFE SITES
Words by Ryan Clark

unusual plants during an LWS
survey I can consult a network of
100+ national experts to help with
tricky identifications. The BSBI
County Recorders are always
very interested to receive those
unusual records! If you’d like to
get involved with surveying these
wonderful sites, contact your Local
Records Centre, Wildlife Trust or
your BSBI County Recorder to
find out more.
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RECORDS FOR
THE NEW
GENERATION
Why Citizen Science
is more than just
recording numbers

CONSERVATION │ Citizen Science

What’s in it for you?
Some projects offer free training, which can be valuable
in upskilling early career conservationists and gaining
practical experience. The educational aspect was one
thing which really helped spark my initial interest. It
does sound simple, but going for a walk, knowing you
have the task of looking closer, identifying what you
find, building a picture of the area and seeing how
that changes with the seasons is greatly rewarding.
Projects that are run by conservation charities such
as Buglife can be very useful for offering a training
programme covering the specific species or group of
animals which they would like you to record.

An enhanced connection with nature can be found
by using activities that have a sense of responsibility
tied to them. Completing some of the more widely
he term Citizen Science simply means collection available surveys such as the RSPB Big Garden
of data for use in scientific research by members Birdwatch or Great British Bee Count to begin with
of the public. That might sound quite clinical, but not only increases the amount of time spent outdoors,
in reality, it’s an engaging and interesting challenge. A but helps lock in the knowledge and learning by
citizen scientist builds a picture of the natural world having a specific outcome.
while contributing to scientific research. It can be a
peaceful solo pastime or a social occasion, with a long There is a certain sense of ownership and pride which
list of extra benefits attached.
comes from looking, really looking, and monitoring
a greenspace, park or woodland that is local to you.
From my experience working on a Scotland-wide Would you notice the nesting magpies otherwise?
funded project, taking part in Citizen Science brings Would you stop to have a look through the leaf litter,
a sense of purpose to the simple act of being in the discovering rare ladybirds or tracking mammal paths?
outdoors, and introduces or even reconnects people Would you have the motivation to drag yourself out of
with nature. From those living in rural communities, bed to spot the creatures up before dawn? There’s an
to inner-city urban areas, activities focused on almost childlike feeling of rediscovery and exploration
monitoring biodiversity increases time spent outdoors that can come from taking a fresh look at the most
and produces results not only for the environment but basic of local parks.
for individual wellbeing.
The simple act of a wildlife recording walk, be it a
As a Citizen Science project officer working with bird count or plant survey, can pull people together.
environmental charity The Conservation Volunteers, Last year I hijacked a ‘healthy dog walk’ to add in my
I’ve had experience working with all ages and own version of Citizen Science. The group were a
abilities from young children getting to grips with mix of young and old who had absolutely no previous
worms for the first time, to retired individuals with experience but who were walking to increase health
a life-time passion and encyclopaedic knowledge of benefits and as a way of alleviating social isolation.
Hymenoptera. Something that I do notice is the lack They followed the same route in a local park each week,
of youth participation, where are the people like me? effectively walking a transect without even knowing.
Over the course of the summer the group learnt about
There are plenty of projects which rely on volunteers UK butterfly species and completed a quick survey
to record information, and in doing so actually tackle every week. Vital data was recorded and sent off to
a whole host of other issues. I’d like to see a new wave the biodiversity network, plus a group of very happy
of recorders become actively involved with Citizen people picked up some new skills. I suppose what I’m
Science and discover the benefits.
trying to say is even if you’ve never tried it before,

Words and images by Kirsty Grant

T
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I think Citizen Science is the best entry point into
exploring the outdoors for reasons that go far beyond
simply noting down some numbers.

And what about

science?

Although there are issues to be considered around the
quality of data submitted for research purposes, there
is no doubt that the scale of information collected
influences policy and decision making. Members
of the public who’ve been involved in monitoring
through Citizen Science have had a huge impact on
society. The Conservation Volunteers has voluntary
recorders collecting data on water flow, blockages,
sediment and species associated with flooding
hotspots in Scotland. The data is monitored and was
able to detect and provide an early warning for serious
flooding in Clackmannanshire last year.
families arriving in the city. Over the course of practical
recording field trips with young people aged 18-26
participants
and family groups, a new appreciation for local wildlife
was formed. Selina Hales, founder of the charity, gave
The Conservation Volunteers work across the UK to some wonderful feedback: “Being able to watch both
create healthier, happier communities by connecting old and new members of the Glasgow community
people and greenspaces, and deliver lasting outcomes enjoy and explore the local area is wonderful, and
for both. Our Citizen Science project ‘Scotland something we want to encourage and be part of again.
Counts’ began in 2011 and has engaged with over I really think there is more potential here to integrate
25,000 people across Scotland. It is with support from communities and learn about the environment.”
Scottish Natural Heritage, Scottish Government and
the Forestry Commission that our project is possible. For me this sums up Citizen Science, a process
which extends well beyond the act of collecting data,
The project tries to reach outside the typical circle of boosting confidence and connecting people. A lack of
people who are either already interested in wildlife understanding is often the cause for a lack of interest
or are studying a related subject, targeting a new in the environment, possibly extending to a lack of
generation of citizen scientists. I ran a series of summer care. In my experience once people have got hands-on
school events in Glasgow with children and families with outdoor activities their way of thinking tends to
from the local Chinese community. We completed shift.
an invertebrate survey on the warmest day of last
year, collecting some great data and combining this Students at Glasgow Kelvin College were involved
with a whole range of engaging outdoor games and in a training day to gain certification to a basic
activities. In three hours it seemed we’d transformed a level of Citizen Science. All had varying learning
group of kids who were unenthusiastic about trawling difficulties and most spent less than one hour a week
round the woodlands, didn’t want to get their hands in the outdoors, but came away from the woods with
dirty and a good few who weren’t keen on flying a genuine interest and passion, asking questions on
insects (hyperventilating in the presence of a bee), to everything from tree planting to invasive species.
scrambling through the trees, hungrily searching for
beetles, ants and worms, and wanting to understand There are so many ways to take your first steps and
the difference between bumblebee species.
start asking questions of your own. To become more
involved with Citizen Science a few options are listed
Another highlight was working with Refuweegee, a alongside some useful apps for iPhone and Android
Glasgow charity which offers support to displaced to help with identification and recording.

CONSERVATION │ Citizen Science

Get Involved
Scotland Counts has developed a brand-new Citizen Science survey, The Dead Good
Deadwood Survey, in partnership with Forest Enterprise Scotland. Our aim is to increase
awareness of the importance of deadwood and enable community woodland groups
to make sustainable decisions for woodland management. Find it on the TCV Scotland
Facebook page, or email deadwood@tcv.org.uk. All results submitted will go towards
building a picture of the health of our forests and the huge range of species associated
with deadwood.
Visit www.tcv.org.uk/Scotland for a quick and easy way to search by postcode for events
and practical conservation groups which run weekly in your area.
www.opalexplorenature.org is the one-stop shop for an introduction to Citizen Science
with all materials free to download including species guides and recording sheets. Bugs
Count, Water Health, Air Quality…which will you pick first?
www.zooniverse.org is your ultimate guide to people-powered research, with thousands of
projects to volunteer for or simply be a part of from your own home.

Scotland Counts – The proof is in the
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Recording on the go
iRecord: The best way to keep a record of all UK species.
Sightings will be verified by an expert and make their
way to the National Biodiversity Network database.
Project Splatter: Report observations of roadkill in the UK
to help determine to impact of roads on wildlife.
PictureThis: Found a vaguely familiar plant? Take a quick
snap on your phone and this app will identify the species.
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CONSERVATION │ Cornish Butterflies

T

he UK is home to 56 species of butterflies, ranging
from the immediately recognisable peacock
(Aglais io) to the stunning silver-studded blue
(Plebejus argus) and painted lady (Vanessa cardui). As
well as being one of the most immediately recognisable
and widely adored insects, butterflies also serve an
important role as bio-indicators of environment
health. They provide valuable insight into ecosystem
health and the status of other invertebrate species.
They are also useful as model organisms to investigate
many biological fields such as evolution, population
dynamics, life history and genetics.

The Importance of our

CORNISH
BUTTERFLIES
Words by Asha New

Unfortunately, many of our butterfly species are
in trouble, with over 70% of species declining in
occurrence in the last 45 years, according to Butterfly
Conservation’s The State of UK Butterflies 2015
report. This negative trend is the result of numerous
human practices such as habitat destruction for
grazing land, the use of pesticides on farmland,
pollution and climate change. As a result, many species
are now found in remote areas of the country such as
Scotland, Ireland and areas of southern England. Out
of 56 total species, Cornwall is home to 38. Despite
being a refuge for rare and threatened species, it has
been notoriously under-recorded throughout the past
decades. We are missing valuable data that could
provide important information on the status of many
butterfly species and would help predict how they will
fare in the future.

south-west: heath fritillary, high brown fritillary, marsh
fritillary, pearl-bordered fritillary and small pearlbordered fritillary. It works across Exmoor, Dartmoor
and Bodmin Moor to identify and conserve suitable
habitats and butterfly populations. They work with
landowners to effectively manage land, restore habitat
networks and increase awareness of the species.
All five of these butterfly species have demonstrated
significant declines in the UK. For effective
conservation they require a variety of different habitat
management techniques; sites can be grazed by cattle
or ponies to prevent overgrowth of scrub and allow
sunlight to reach further into the vegetation. Some
butterflies such as the rare heath fritillary benefit
from the practice of coppicing to create sunny
woodland glades and encourage the growth of its
foodplants: common cow-wheat and ribwort plantain.
Furthermore, Cornwall Butterfly Conservation
regularly carries out scrub cutting to clear suitable
habitats and encourage the growth of specific host
plants, such as devil’s-bit scabious for the marsh
fritillary, to support butterfly populations.
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Peacock butterfly image: Harriet Gardiner

The conservation and preservation of our butterfly
species is extremely important. The UK is an island and
as a result, once these rare and beautiful species have
become extinct here it is very difficult to reintroduce
them to the country. From planting butterfly-friendly
plants in your garden to actively volunteering within
your local community, we can all do more to help these
However, there is work being done to expand data valuable and beautiful insects. Butterfly Conservation
sets and improve potential habitat sites to encourage also encourages people to record the butterflies they
populations of at-risk species. Cornwall Butterfly see and contribute data regarding their distribution
Conservation is currently running the All the Moor and abundance. You can get involved through the UK
Butterfly project, which focuses on recording and Butterfly Monitoring Scheme (UKBMS), the Garden
conserving five rare and threatened species in the Butterfly Survey and Big Butterfly Count.

Find out more
Read Butterfly Conservation’s The State of UK Butterflies 2015 report here:
butterfly-conservation.org/butterflies/the-state-of-britains-butterflies
All the Moor Butterflies project:
butterfly-conservation.org/our-work/conservation-projects/england/all-the-moor-butterflies
Get involved with Cornwall Butterfly Conservation:
www.cornwall-butterfly-conservation.org.uk
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CONSERVATION │ Climate Strikes

YOUTH STRIKES
FOR

CLIMATE
Words by Mya-Rose Craig

M

y generation is more aware of climate
breakdown and the impact it will have than any
generation before us and so we should care more
than anyone else. It seems outrageous to us that the
people deciding how to deal with climate breakdown
will not even be alive to face the consequences that
are surely going to define our lives and those of our
children. The reason we are protesting and taking
part in the Youth Strikes for Climate boil down
to the fact that our government and policymakers
have not taken sufficient action to combat climate
breakdown, and, like most governments around the
world, are almost completely ignoring it as it does
not fit in with their own agendas. Many of us have
become disenfranchised with the system. I have never
seen anything like the strikes, which are energising so
many people my age around the world. It has given us
hope and – more importantly – motivation to act. The
strikes are important because now we are able to take
our future into our own hands; it feels like we could
finally trigger change.

made without us. It has to change.”
Although some schools have not been happy about
striking, mine has been very good. When I first asked
my head of the sixth form about the consequences of
striking, he only responded by saying, “I can’t endorse
it” with a smile, suggesting that anyone striking would
not be punished. I have also heard rumours that some
teachers have been helping students make banners.
Schools should be supporting pupils to strike as the
benefits of engaging them in politics and protest far
outweighs the lessons missed.
Another reason that I care so deeply about climate
breakdown is the impact it will have on people in poor
countries who have not contributed to its cause and
can do nothing to stop it; 16 of the 20 countries most
at risk from climate breakdown are in the developing
world.

For me, climate breakdown is not some grim,
dystopian future or vague concept, but a harsh reality.
There are very few large impact protests like this that My maternal family is Bangladeshi and live in a
focus on the needs and desires of young people, giving country already facing some of the worst effects of
us a voice. I think that it is essential for teenagers to climate breakdown, with 3.5 million climate change
take part; it is incredibly easy to feel that we are not refugees already in Dhaka. My grandfather’s village
being listened to and so, there is no point in shouting had terrible storms causing flooding and wiping out
when no one is listening.
rice crops – their food supply for five months. By 2060
it is predicted there will be up to 1 billion of them
I have been involved with the UK organisers and have worldwide.
been relentless in speaking to people my age at school
and online; some have said that there is no point A stereotype that irritates me is the idea that young
protesting, implying that they feel we can not impact people do not care anymore, that we are social media
change. Asking my friends who are striking why, the obsessives who are detached from real-world issues.
responses ranged from, “I don’t want to die before I’m It could not be further from the truth. Social media
50” to “I want to be a part of something important” is the tool allowing events like the climate strikes to
and “No one is listening to us and decisions are being occur and gain a global presence.
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CAREERS │ Dr Hugh Webster

DR HUGH WEBSTER
H

ugh is a passionate natural
history
storyteller
and
conservationist whose love
of nature stemmed from his
childhood exploring the British
countryside, and took him to Africa
to track leopards and study African
wild dogs. Winner of the 2016
International Wildlife Writing
Competition on Mark Avery’s
popular blog, he has previously
written for BBC Wildlife magazine
and has now turned his hand to
writing books. New Nature caught
up with him to discuss his career
and new book The Blue Hare.

jumping around in that strange manner that stoats
will sometimes, and the rabbit was just watching it.
It didn’t catch the rabbit in the end, but the drama
of the encounter struck me in a profound way. It
was thrilling, and it was maybe the first time I’d
witnessed really interesting animal behaviour – not
just watching an animal standing out on a hill or
flashing away in the undergrowth.
In what way did your career in conservation begin
and how has it developed over the years?

Tell us a bit about your new book The Blue Hare.
Where did the idea come from, how did it develop
and what audience is the book aimed at?
I first read about the hare culls taking place on
Scottish grouse moors when I was working in
Botswana. I regularly read the Raptor Persecution
UK blog and they covered the story. I found it
shocking, even in the context of all the other
shocking things that happen on grouse moors, and
I think that was where the germ of the idea came
from. I wanted to reach a new young audience, to
spread awareness about what was going on in the
British uplands, and I wanted to write a good story.
The plot came to me all at once and the first draft
of the story wrote itself in a matter of days. Then it
took two and a bit years to get it into a form that I
was happy with!

chewing on their car’s mud flaps on the drive to
the airport. We also used to go to the Cairngorms
every year on holiday and I loved watching the deer
I think I was always interested in the natural world, and trying to spot eagles – the whole landscape up
but pond dipping is an early memory, as is fishing there felt bigger and wilder.
for sticklebacks. I was fascinated to examine these
animals up close, looking at them in jam jars and Do you have a favourite British wildlife encounter
watching them swim or wriggle around when they
from your childhood?
were normally hidden from view. Later I became
obsessed with Africa, a passion inherited from my I saw a stoat hunting a rabbit near Loch Muick
Dad who grew up in East Africa and would tell once. It seemed so small compared to the rabbit,
me stories about baboons in the garden and lions but it was so fierce and apparently fearless! It was

I studied Natural Sciences at university and
specialised in Zoology. For three years I wrote
letters (this was before email really got going) to
everyone I could think of trying to get a job in
conservation, but without success. Then, finally, I
got a place as a volunteer on the Meerkat Project
in South Africa where I worked for a year after
graduating. That was my springboard, teaching me
What do you hope people will learn or take away
all sorts of useful field skills from radio tracking
from reading The Blue Hare?
to car maintenance, and helped me develop the
contacts that led to the other projects I worked I hope they will learn a bit more about moorland
on after that, on leopards and finally my PhD on management and perhaps feel inspired to then go
African wild dogs.
and research the issue more themselves. It is not
completely black and white, few issues are, but
How did you get into writing about nature and the for me the few undoubted benefits of moorland
threats wildlife faces?
management are significantly outweighed by the
litany of negative consequences that arise from
Over the years I had written a few articles for managing the land so intensely for the purpose of
publications like BBC Wildlife magazine and shooting wildlife in large numbers. And in national
The Independent, but I’d always wanted to write a parks! Anywhere else in the world a national park
proper book. A couple of years ago I just sat down is a sanctuary for wildlife and natural processes, but
and started typing and before I knew it I had a not in the UK. Happily, it doesn’t have to be like
first draft of a book. I thought I was nearly there this and the appetite for change is growing.
then, but it turned out that was just the start of the
process. Writing is re-writing someone once said,
Are you working on any other projects at present?
and that has certainly been true for me. But I’ve
loved it and have learnt a lot.
I am working on a range of things. I still collaborate
with a few academics to write scientific papers, and
I do some work for a charity called Coaching for
Conservation, producing educational material for
Find out more by visiting
their various programmes. And I am writing a
Hugh’s website
second book. This one is about African wild dogs
hughwebsterauthor.wordpress.com
in Botswana and tells the interwoven stories of a
and following him on
herd boy, an old San bushman, a pack of wild dogs
Twitter @DrHWeb
and a lone male lion as their separate lives are all
brought together by a single fatal incident.
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When and how did you first become interested in the
natural world?

ARTIST FOCUS │ Harriet Gardiner

ARTIST FOCUS
BANNERFISH

Not only was this one of the first
paintings I ever made this was also
one of the first fish I saw scuba
diving. In 2012 I completed my
PADI Open Water diving course
in the Sinai Peninsula in Egypt.
After years of convincing myself
that I was scared of large areas
of open water and, by extension,
diving, I decided to face my
fears. I took to diving like a fish
to water (pun intended) and in
the shallows of the crystal-clear
waters I remember seeing shoals of
bannerfish gracefully circling their
small piece of coral. Nothing can
compare to the weightlessness and
the calm quiet of the underwater
world.

CUTTLEFISH

Now don’t get me wrong I absolutely love diving, however diving in the
UK is worlds apart from diving in warm tropical waters. Diving in the UK
can be cold, miserable, challenging and some days you might not be able to
see your hand in front of your face. But then you’ll have a dive where the
visibility is perfect, the sea is calm and then you can witness the majesty that
is the underwater world around the UK. What always makes a dive for me is
seeing a cuttlefish. They’re common around Cornwall where I dive, but this
makes them no less fascinating and beautiful. Cuttlefish change colour and
pattern to show their mood and will even display to you if you hold up two
curved fingers at them to look like tentacles of other cuttlefish.

Harriet
Gardiner
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ARTIST FOCUS │ Harriet Gardiner

CURLED
OCTOPUS

MANATEE

In general, I like to paint species
I’ve seen but this isn’t always the
case. I’ve never managed to catch a
glimpse of a manatee or a dugong
in the wild despite a trip to Cuban
mangrove forests and Egypt’s
seagrass beds. Manatees have got
to be one of the strangest marine
mammals on the planet and I
hope one day to finally see one for
myself. Until then I will just have
to content myself with painting
their likeness.

This curled octopus illustration
is one of my favourite paintings
to date. As I have become more
confident in my style, I like to
give myself challenging subjects
to paint. I wasn’t set on a style of
painting until about three years
ago when I was asked to create
images for a pin badge box for the
Marine Conservation Society. I
use watercolours with white acrylic
paint for highlights and then pen
for details.

SHORE CRAB

SHARKS, SKATES
AND RAYS

I created this collection to celebrate
the range and diversity of species
we get around the UK. When
asked, “Why would you want to
dive around the UK?” the answer
is simply because there is so much
to see! We have very nutrient rich
waters that attract a variety of
species which may surprise a lot of
people. The species that interested
me most was the shortfin mako
which looks remarkably similar to a
great white and is the fastest shark
species (before you panic they’re
only found in deep water and only
visit the UK on rare occasions) and
angel sharks which have a flattened
appearance but are sadly quite rare.

In nature it can be easy to forget
the little guys. We are wowed
by the whales and in awe of the
sharks, but every species has a role
in its environment that has been
paved by millions of millions of
years of evolution to create perfect
creatures in their perfect niche.
I love painting species that may
appear to be uninteresting, but as
I look at them and recreate them
in my style, I learn about them and
see their beauty.

About

the artist

Harriet is an environmentalist and creative
artworker from Hampshire. She’s a keen diver and
ocean conservation is her passion.
@harrietgardiner_art
www.harrietgardiner.com
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READERS’ CORNER │ Book Review

READERS’ CORNER │ Blog

READERS’ CORNER

What’s on the blog:
Keep up to date with New Nature and news from the natural world by reading our
online blog.

Book Review:

Lab Girl
by Hope Jahren

Jahren cleverly interweaves the life cycle of plants with
her very own life, and as she describes the growth and
life of plants, you also follow her growth from a young
girl fascinated by the natural world into a powerful
researcher. I was moved by how Jahren spoke so
genuinely and bravely about her battle with anxiety
and depression and how science was sometimes her
only solace when her world became less bearable. In
a world with increasing pressures on who we are and
Plants are everywhere – they have colonised the most what we should be, Jahren illustrates perfectly what
arid of lands and the wettest, the coldest and the nature means to many of us and the inner peace that
hottest regions too. There are plants that can devour it can bring.
frogs and there are plants that can eat metal. But Jahren
begins by making a profound point: “As a rule people I was truly inspired by Jahren’s unwavering
live among plants, but they don’t really see them.” commitment to botany, through extreme highs and
Without plants we would not be able to exist, as their terrible lows, and the ability she has to bring both her
existence produces the air that we breath. However, research and plants in all forms to life, but I was blown
Jahren expresses the heartbreaking truth that: “People away by her openness. To me Lab Girl was more than
don’t know how to make a leaf, but they know how to a book about science, it was a story about finding light
destroy one.” To many of us plants are dispensable and in times of darkness – in research, in conservation and
in life.
temporary, to her they are irreplaceable.
Written by one of the world’s leading geobiologists,
Lab Girl is the story of one woman’s inspiring journey
through life, which sees Hope Jahren navigate through
the world of academia as a research scientist. But it
is more than just an autobiography, it is a beautiful
homage to plants and a reminder and celebration of
the vital role they play in all of our lives; a kingdom to
which Jahren has dedicated her whole life.

From the first page, there is a magic in the way that
Jahren writes. Her descriptions of plants, experiments
and her (sometimes farcical) field work are so evocative
that the reader is completely absorbed. As well as
page upon page of beautiful descriptions, there are
countless memorable quotes. During Lab Girl, Jahren
eloquently touches upon the difficulties of being a
woman in research. This quote in particular resonated
with me: “In my own small experience, sexism has been

Playing

hide-and-seek with

Dormice

Olly Dove
As many of you will already be aware, countless
surveys of wildlife take place throughout the UK
every year. When I was younger, I did not realise
the full extent of the natural wildlife present in
the UK (which I blame on my favourite TV shows
accidentally installing in me the opinion that
the wondrous animals abroad meant that we had
little to offer here). Through my time at various
organisations over the last half-decade, I have seen
a slice of the scope to which nature is recorded, and
the numerous volunteers needed to help with such
vital recording. Not all surveys can be administered
by just anyone though, such as certain bird surveys
that include ringing practices, or searching for cute
little dormice…

“Be as Happy as a Pig in Muck” – How
Nature Assists Positive Mental Health
Laura Butler
With an ever increasing awareness of mental health
conditions, the topic itself has sparked many new
and ongoing conversations. Humans are reliant on
the natural world for survival. As our understanding
of mental health improves, it is apparent that
experiences in nature and positive mental health are
also intrinsically linked to improved wellbeing in
our daily lives…

something very simple: the cumulative weight of constantly
being told that you can’t possibly be what you are.” Through

her experiences in an arguably male-dominated
environment, Jahren emerged as a powerful role
model for any female in science.

Read the full story

Words by Ele Johnstone
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on our blog at www.newnature.co.uk
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OUR CONTRIBUTERS

Check out our amazing young contributors and connect with them online!

Jamie GOULD

Kirsty GRANT
Ryan CLARK

Asha NEW

Asha graduated from the University of Sussex in
2018 with a zoology degree. She is passionate about
writing, wildlife conservation and raising awareness of
environmental issues to encourage sustainable action.

Jamie Gould studied BSc Conservation Land
Management and has since worked as a Volunteer
Reserve Officer for the Wildlife Trust and now manages
a 67 acre Country Park in Leicestershire.

Kirsty is a Senior Project Officer with The Conservation
Volunteers, currently studying MSc Wildlife Biology
& Conservation. She has previously worked at the
Zoological Society of London, BBC, and Buglife.

B l o g : www. ja m i e g oul d coun tr yd i a r y.
wordpress.com

@wildscotplace
@wildscotplace

Ryan works for Northamptonshire Biodiversity Records
Centre where he supports and encourages biological
recording through the WILDside project. He sits on
the BSBI Meetings & Communications Committee.

Laura BUTLER

@ashwar_new
Blog:budemarinegroup.weebl y.com/
ashas-pages.html

@RyanClarkNature

Suzie HALL

Laura works as a Marketing Executive and enjoys being
creative in her spare time; painting and writing. She
is passionate about wildlife conservation and enjoys
learning about the natural world.

Ele JOHNSTONE

Joshua HARRIS

Mya-Rose CRAIG
Suzie is a Physics graduate turned conservationist.
Through her role as Director of Plastic-Free Me and
work in cetacean research, she aims to share the wonders
of the underwater world and promote its protection.

Ele has an MBiolSci in Biology from the University of
Sheffield. She is passionate about protecting the natural
world and currently works for the Bat Conservation
Trust.

@captain_fuze
www.plasticfreeme.org
@plasticfreemeorg

www.encounteringnature.com

Joshua Harris is an aspiring wildlife cameraman and
presenter now studying at Cambridge university, with
eight years experience photographing wildlife.

@joshharriswildphoto
Website: www.joshuaharriswildlife.co.uk
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Mya-Rose Craig is a 16-year-old young
British Bangladeshi birder, conservationist and
environmentalist. She was a Bristol European Green
Capital 2015 Ambassador and has been listed as one
of Bristol’s most influential young people.

www.birdgirluk.blogspot.com
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Contact Us
Let us know what you thought about this issue of New Nature, or what
you would like to see in future issues.
We are always on the lookout for young writers, photographers and
artists. Please get in touch if you are interested in submitting work.

editorial.newnature@gmail.com
www.newnature.co.uk
/NewNatureMag
@NewNature_Mag
/NewNature_Mag
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